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NEW - Tarkett Performa

VCT UPDATE

Performa is a new and economical heterogeneous sheet vinyl offering
by Tarkett. Manufactured in North America, Performa offers a matte
finish and a warm, natural look in 15 woodgrain and 3 stone visuals.
Performa has a durable 25 mil wear layer and is available in both 6’
and 12’ widths for reduced seaming. This easy-care flooring is
suitable for heath care, home health care, corporate, hospitality, and
many other settings. Take a look at this new collection online here.
Please contact me if you’d like to order an architect folder or individual
samples, or if you’d like any additional info about Performa.

Tarkett recently made some changes to the
composition tile collections. The standard
VCT offering has been recolored. A pdf color
chart of the new offering and a crossover
chart are now available. Individual samples are available, and new chip boxes
should be available soon. Inventory of the
new colors is now ramping up.

TexTile VCT and Gemstone SVT have
been dropped. Please contact me if you have
any questions about the VCT update, or if
you would like me to send the new VCT color
chart and/or crossover chart to you.
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Tarkett North America has transitioned their sub-brands Azrock
and Johnsonite (and others) to
the Tarkett brand. They have
also launched a new website.
Check it out at here, and let me
know if you need any help finding anything on the new site.

Melodia/Aria UPDATE
The Tarkett Melodia and Aria
2.0 homogeneous sheet and
tile collections have been updated to Melodia and Aria 3.0,
and offer refreshed color palettes. Several new colors were
added, some were dropped,
and some were carried over a few of these with new color
names. A new architect folder
and individual samples are
now available. Please contact
me if you would like to order
any samples, or if you would
like any additional info about
Melodia/Aria 3.0.

MicroTone UPDATE
Several colorways in the
Tarkett MicroTone speckled rubber tile collection
have been moved to nonpromoted status as of
1/1/2019. Please contact
me if you would like a chart
listing the current and nonpromoted colors. New sample sets are available, and
you can also view the current colorways online here.

